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Abstract
One of the benefits of coarse grained dynamically re-

configurable processor array(DRPA) is its low dynamic
power consumption by operating a number of processing
elements(PE) in parallel with low clock frequency. How-
ever, in the future advanced processes, leakage power will
occupy a considerable part of the total power consumption,
and it may degrade the advantage of DRPAs. In order to re-
duce the leakage power, a fine grained Power Gating(PG)
is applied to a DRPA, MuCCRA-2.32b, and leakage power
and area overhead are measured. We evaluated the effect
of two control modes; Pair and Unit Individual based on
layout design and real applications. It appears that by ap-
plying PG for ALUs and SMUs in PEs individually, 48% of
leakage power can be reduced with 9.0% of area overhead.

1. Introduction
Coarse grained dynamically reconfigurable processor

arrays(DRPAs) have been paid attention as an efficient
off-loading engine for various types of System-on-a-Chip.
Their circuit composition can be dynamically changed
quickly by switching a hardware context, which is the
configuration data set prepared before running application.
Some DRPAs have been already commercially available in
the consumer equipments[2, 5]. One of the major advan-
tages of DRPAs is low power consumption by making the
best use of parallel processing in an array of Processing Ele-
ments(PEs) with low clock frequency. It achieves better per-
formance of that of FPGAs with much less clock frequency
and smaller power consumption[4, 7]. SONY’s VME[2]
adopted for portable games, due to its advantages to stretch
the battery life. Power reduction techniques for further de-
crease of dynamic power have been investigated[7].

After 90nm CMOS process, the amount of the leakage
power is remarkably increased, and it will occupy a con-
siderable portion of the total power in the future processes.
Since the leakage power is relational to the chip area, the
technique to reduce it will be important especially in DR-
PAs using a large number of PEs. Experimental results
show that not all PEs in DRPAs are utilized in a hard-
ware context. Although the dynamic power of such PEs
can be reduced by clock gating and operand isolation, the
leakage power consumed in such unused PEs become non-

negligible overhead. The leakage power reduction tech-
niques has not been well investigated for DPRAs except a
few researches. A context dependent voltage scale control
for DRPA was proposed[6], and the power aware synthesis
techniques were discussed[8].

Power Gating(PG) is a representative technique to re-
duce the leakage power for such unused components. Al-
though the conventional PG technique is mainly applied to
a large modules like whole part of IPs and CPUs, recent
fine grained PG techniques enable to shut down and wake
up small components like ALUs, quickly[3].

Here, DRPAs with fine grained PG technique is proposed
to cope with the future leakage power problem. The power
of unused PEs or unused components in a PE is shut-off if
the shut down time is longer than the break even time. The
area overhead and leakage power reduction are evaluated,
and the utility of applying this technique to such DRPA is
considered.

2. MuCCRA-2.32b
Here, a model architecture for a target of fine grained

PG, MuCCRA-2.32b is introduced. MuCCRA-2.32b is a
small scale, multi-context DPRA designed for power analy-
sis and investigating reduction techniques. The architecture
is almost the same as MuCCRA-2[1], which is now work-
ing on a real chip, but chip dependent design optimization
is eliminated for analyzing a common DRPA design.

As shown in Fig. 1, MuCCRA-2.32b has 4×4 PE ar-
ray and four distributed memories(MEMs), which have
32bit×256entries at the bottom. The granularity of the ar-
chitecture is 32bits, that is, all functional units treat 32-bit
data, except wires for 2-bit carry signals. The carry bits
are used for indicating overflow signals of sums or prod-
ucts, signs of subtraction results, for controlling branches,
etc. Task Configuration Controller and Context Switching
Controller are provided to manage reconfiguration.

Island-style interconnection structure is employed, so
that each PE is surrounded by programmable routing wire
segments. At each intersection of vertical and horizontal
channels, a switching element(SE) is placed, connecting the
global routing channels for transferring data between PEs
and MEMs. There are three channels for the global routing
resources, and this network will form a data path.
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Figure 1. PE Array
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Figure 2. PE Structure of
MuCCRA-2.32b
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In each PE, there are three units inside as shown in
Fig. 2: an Arithmetic and Logic Unit(ALU), a Shift and
Mask Unit(SMU) and a Register File Unit(RFU). An ALU
contains an adder, a subtractor, a multiplier and a logic op-
erator. An SMU processes shift operation, checks the equiv-
alent between two values, and generates an immediate val-
ues. These two units output a 32-bit data and a 2-bit carry
signal. RFU consists of 8entries for 34-bit flip-flops.

Each PE is connected with global routing wires and
these units pick up data from them as input data. On the
other hand, all output data from the units can be trans-
ferred to the other PEs or MEMs through connection block,
called PICKOUT. Each SE consists of three programmable
switches(SWs), handling one of the three channels. An SW
transfers entering data to desired output direction.

3. Fine Grained PG for MuCCRA-2.32b
3.1. Fine Grained PG for DRPAs

Since the usage of PEs are not always high in DRPAs,
the leakage power can be reduced by shutting-off the power
of such unused PEs. One of the reason that this natural idea
has not been applied to DRPAs yet is that, the traditional PG
targets on the large semiconductor domain corresponding
to entire CPUs and IP modules. Moreover, although this
method has a benefit that, the target domain can be designed
with the common, non-PG design method, the wake-up time
is the order of micro seconds.

However, recently, high speed PG for a small component
has been tried and we also proposed such a method[3]. A
certain number of gates are connected with the same VGND
line and multiple sleep transistors are shut-off with a sleep
control signal. VGND lines are provided at the fixed po-
sition in the cell layout. Since existing ground rails in the
standard cells are used as the real ground, non-PG cells such
as flip-flops, clock buffers, power switch drivers and isola-
tion cells can be placed at any location in a row. The target
unit for PG can be computational modules like multipliers
or adders; which are much smaller than the power domain
in the traditional method. In order to distinguish from com-
mon PG, we call this technique a fine grained PG.

3.2. Break Even Time
By providing appropriate number of sleep transistors, the

wake-up time can be reduced to a few nano seconds. How-
ever, aggressive sleep control may introduce power over-
head, which has to be considered carefully. Fig. 3 is a

schematic diagram showing variability of power consump-
tion including both leakage and dynamic over time. The
module starts to sleep at the time “Start Sleep”, and wakes
up at “Wake Up” in the figure. The shadowed area pointed
by (a) is the leakage energy reduction effect. As (b) and
(c) is pointing, when a PG target domain begins to sleep or
wake-up, dynamic power is required for sleep transistors,
isolation cells, and buffers in sleep signal wires. Hence, the
sleep time must be long enough so that the amount of the
leakage energy reduction effect overcomes the overhead.
The sleep time where the amount of power reduction is the
same as overhead is called ”Break Even Time (BET)”.

In case of applying the traditional coarse grained PG,
which large PG target modules are supposed to sleep for
a long time, there was no need to consider power overhead.
To use of the advantage of fine grained PG, shutting leak-
age power off must be done as often as possible and so BET
must be correctly estimated. First of all, we must investi-
gate on the PG target modules and find how to control them.
For appropriate PG target module selection, leakage power
consumption, unit utilization and the BET for each module
are measured. Since fine grained PG cannot be applied to
flip-flops for now, we must eliminate RFUs from the target.
SE is also out of our target, because the area is too small.
CSC works every clock cycles so obviously, it is difficult to
keep the BET. Here, our target is selected only from ALUs,
SMUs and PICKOUTs, or the whole PE except RFU.
3.2.1 Leakage Power
The leakage power consumption of each unit in MuCCRA-
2.32b is evaluated as follows. First, MuCCRA-2.32b is
synthesized with ASPLA 90nm technology library, using
Synopsys Design Compiler 2006.06-SP2, and layouted with
Synopsys Astro 2007.03-SP3. After RC extraction with
Mentor Calibre 2007.3 18.11, the leakage power is evalu-
ated by Synopsys HSIMplus Z-2007.03. The same tools
and target processes are also used in the rest of this paper.

The evaluation is done at three different operating tem-
peratures; 25 C̊, 65 C̊ and 80 C̊. As shown in Fig. 4, an ALU
and an SMU consume more leakage power comparing to
a PICKOUT. This comes from that a PICKOUT is mainly
consisting of multiplexers, which occupy smaller area than
the other components for computation.
3.2.2 Module Utilization
To know how often units are used in practical applications,
four applications: SHA-1, DCT, DWT and FFT are imple-
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mented on MuCCRA-2.32b. The utilization rates Rutil for
four components in a PE, an ALU, an SMU, an RFU and a
PICKOUT are calculated with the following equation,

Rutil =

∑cycle

i=0
Ui

N × cycle
(1)

where i, N , cycle and U indicate the context number, the
total number of the unit, execution cycles for an application,
and the number of operating units at context i, respectively.
When more units are used inside loops, Rutil increases.

Fig. 5 shows utilization ratio Rutil of each component.
The average of PE utilization is 65%. Through the appli-
cations, the utilization of an RFU and a PICKOUT is high
compared with those of an ALU and an SMU.

The low utilization of calculating units comes from that
only a component of a pair(ALU or SMU) tends to be used
in most applications. Outputs from one of two units are reg-
istered to RFU, or transferred to another PE via PICKOUT,
thus they are always used resulting high utilization ratio.

3.2.3 Evaluating BET
For evaluating the BET for each module, a real design of
fine grained PG is needed. Netlist from Design Compiler is
modified with hand-made script, and sleep transistors and
isolation cells for preventing short-circuit current are in-
serted. After place and routing with Astro, the number of
sleep transistors is optimized with Sequence Design’s tool,
Coolpower 2007.8.5, so as to make the wake-up time short.
Current waveform like Fig. 3 is generated with HSIM us-
ing post-layout data. The current is measured for various
sleeping time to find BET. The sleep time where the ratio
Rslp/act of (a) and (b) + (c) in Fig. 3, becomes 1, is the
BET. Fig. 6 indicates the change of the ratio for an ALU.

The clock cycles corresponding to BET of each mod-
ule is summarized in Table 1 when the clock frequency of
MuCCRA-2.32b is assumed to be 40MHz. The BET of an
ALU and an SMU are shorter than that of a PICKOUT,
since the leakage power, which can be saved, is small in
a PICKOUT. Moreover, isolation cells are required at each
bit of output port of the modules. A PICKOUT has 204-bit
out going ports in total, while an ALU and an SMU have
only 34bits. This increases the dynamic power overhead
and results longer BET for a PICKOUT.

3.2.4 Sleep Signal Control
From Fig. 4, Fig. 5 and Table 1, it seems that a PICKOUT is
disadvantageous for a target from several aspects. So, in our
research, we focused ALUs and SMUs as the PG targets.
There are two options: one is controlling a pair of an ALU

Table 1. BET for Each Units in PE
Temperature BET [cycles]

[ C̊] ALU SMU PICKOUT
25 8 18 67
65 4 6 20
80 3 4 14

and an SMU in the same PE together(Pair), and the other
is controlling every unit individually(Unit Individual). The
former method can reduce the overhead of sleep control, but
has less sleep opportunities.

In order to control sleep signals, we propose to provide
sleep control bits in the configuration data. If the time is
more than the BET, it is set to shut-off the power. In order to
hide the wake-up latency, the bit is reset before a clock ear-
lier than operational context. A simple static branch predic-
tion is enough, since the overhead of miss-prediction caused
by complicated branch structures, is just a small increase
of power consumption. Note that Pair control mode needs
only 1bit for each PE, while 2bits are provided for each unit
in Unit Individual mode.

4. Evaluation
4.1. Area Overhead

The area overhead for an ALU and an SMU are evalu-
ated by applying fine grained PG, with a method mentioned
in the previous section. as shown in Table 2. The standard
cells for PG modules are not fully available for synthesizing
and optimizing RTL description, due to the limited design
time, and resulting larger area. Here, 16% of an ALU and
8.3% of an SMU increased compared to the case when all
cells in the library are fully used. This effect is not included
in the table, since making the other PG cells is just a prob-
lem of time and effort. From the technical viewpoint, it can
be certainly solved. In the table, the non-PG modules are
designed with the same limited cell library as PG modules.
The size of PG cells is exactly the same as it of non-PG
cells, thus the difference comes from substantial overhead
of fine grained PG, that is, the sleep transistors and isola-
tion cells.

The area overhead of an SMU becomes greater than an
ALU. When the target module area is large, many sleep
transistors are required for optimization, thus the area over-
head ratio for sleep transistors tends to be almost the same.
Isolation cells can be another reason of the area overhead.



Table 2. Area Overhead for Fine Grained PG
Unit Non-PG [µm2] PG [µm2] Overhead [%]
ALU 23988.28 25724.06 7.23
SMU 7750.31 8863.04 14.4
Total 31738.59 34587.10 8.97

Since the number of output ports of both units are the same
34bits, the area occupied by isolation cells are the same.
Thus, the overhead area is almost the same. Since the orig-
inal area of an SMU is much smaller than an ALU, the rel-
ative overhead becomes large. This fact suggests that the
small target module tends to cause a large relative overhead.

4.2. Leakage Power Reduction
With the same applications used in Section 3.2.2, the

leakage power reduction is evaluated. We evaluated N and
i that the PG module sleeps N times in i cycles each during
execution of an application. Then, the amount of leakage
power can be obtained from the graph shown in Fig. 6. By
using this method, precise evaluation including every over-
head of fine grained PG can be done. The leakage power
reduction is computed with the following expression,

Ppg =
Enon −

∑
i=0

(Pi × Fi × t)

Tex
(2)

where Ppg is the total reduction effect, Enon means the total
leakage energy consumption of a non-PG module, Pi stands
for the average leakage power when the PG module could
sleep for i cycles, Fi corresponds to the frequency of i-cycle
sleeping, t is period per cycle, and Tex is the execution time.

The simulation was done with the temperature of 80 C̊,
and MuCCRA-2.32b’s operating frequency is fixed at
40MHz. Although 80 C̊ is high, we evaluated in the worst
case in the real usage. From the results, we can also
prospect cases when the future processes with more leak-
age power will be used.

Fig. 7 shows the leakage power consumption of each ap-
plication. Here, the sleep bits in configuration data are man-
ually set by programmer. In all application, fine grained PG
can reduce the leakage power considering its overhead. In
FFT, it becomes up to 48%. Comparing Pair and Unit In-
dividual, the latter makes the use of more opportunities to
sleep than those of Pair. For example, in DCT, the reduction
effects of Unit Individual and Pair become 43% and 13%.
In SHA-1 and FFT, the utilization of PE is not so high, and
the leakage power can be reduced both with Pair and Unit
Individual. From Fig. 5, the unit utilization Runit for SHA-
1 is almost the same as that of DCT, but comparing the ef-
fect, the DCT achieves better reduction result. Looking at
the mapping of the compiler, only particular units are used
in DCT, whereas SHA-1 uses different units for executing
the application. That is, units in the latter application have
smaller chance to sleep satisfying BET. It suggests that the
mapping and scheduling optimization by the compiler can
improve the efficiency of fine grained PG.

5. Conclusion
Fine grained PG is applied to a DRPA, MuCCRA-2.32b,

and leakage power and area overhead are evaluated. The
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sleep control bits are inserted into configuration data, and
are set when unused time is longer than BET, according to
the pre-analysis results. We evaluated the effect of two con-
trol modes; Pair and Unit Individual, based on layout de-
sign and real applications. It appears that by applying PG
for ALUs and SMUs individually, 48% of leakage power
can be reduced with 9.0% of area overhead.
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